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A detailed theory for a system of a superconducting qubit coupled to a transmission line resona-
tor is presented. We describe the system by solving analytically and numerically the master equa-
tion for the density matrix, which includes a dissipative Lindblad term. We calculate the trans-
mission coefficient, which provides a way to probe the dressed states of a qubit. The theoretical
results are related to experiments with intermediate coupling between a qubit and a resonator
when the coupling energy is of the same order as the qubit relaxation rate. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3515520�
I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary nanotechnology combines quantum optics
and mesoscopic solid state physics. The systems currently
under extensive investigation include superconducting cir-
cuits based on Josephson junctions �Josephson qubits�,
which are macroscopic quantum objects whose quantum be-
havior has been demonstrated in experiments �for review see,
e.g., Refs. 1–4�. Since superconducting qubits are quantum
mesoscopic objects, the offer the possibility of observing
several unique quantum phenomena, such as entanglement,5,6

Rabi oscillations,7–12 spin echo and Ramsey fringes,13,14

Landau–Zener–Stückelberg interferometry,15–19 etc. At
present there is great interest in the problem of the behavior
of artificial atoms in a quantized electromagnetic field in the
framework of so-called circuit quantum electrodynamics
�CQED�.20 In CQED a superconducting qubit acting as an
artificial atom is electrostatically coupled to a high-quality
transmission line resonator. The large effective dipole mo-
ment of the qubit and the high-energy density of the resona-
tor allow this system to reach the strong coupling limit of
CQED in a solid-state system. This idea was proposed re-
cently and has been studied theoretically21–25 and experimen-
tally for charge qubits that are coupled capacitively to a
resonator.26–28 Inductive coupling of a flux qubit has been
proposed29 and realized.30,31

In this paper we consider the quantum state of a complex
system consisting of a superconducting flux qubit coupled to
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a transmission line resonator. We first give a detailed theory
of the qubit’s states, dressed by the interaction with the quan-
tum resonator, and their influence on the observable trans-
mittance. We then describe the intermediate coupling regime,
which as recently been studied experimentally by Oelsner et
al.31 Thus, the paper is organized as follows: a model of the
system is presented in the next section. In sec. III we calcu-
late the energy levels of the system, which which matched to
the driver photons creates the spectroscopy of this system.
The Hamiltonian of the driven system is rewritten in sec. IV
in different representations, in particular, in the rotating-
wave approximation �RWA� which is convenient for finding
the stationary solutions. Solutions of the master equation are
given in sec. V: analytic for weak drivers and numerical for
strong drivers. The paper ends with Conclusions and an Ap-
pendix with details of the theory of the transmittance through
the resonator.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

We consider a flux qubit coupled inductively to a quan-
tum resonator �see Fig. 1�. The flux qubit is a superconduct-
ing loop with three Josephson junctions.32 The basic states of
the qubit correspond to different directions of the current in
the loop. The current state of the qubit influences the quan-
tum state of the resonator. We consider a quantum resonator
formed between two gaps in the transmission line. The qubit
© 2010 American Institute of Physics
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is situated close to the center of the resonator; note that the
qubit dimensions are significantly smaller than the resonator
wavelength, so we can ignore its size.

The complete Hamiltonian of the driven system, neglect-
ing relaxation processes, is

H = Hqb−r + H�w, �1�

where the qubit-resonator Hamiltonian

Hqb−r = Hqb + Hr + Hint �2�

consists of the bare qubit and resonator terms and the inter-
action term. The flux qubit Hamiltonian in the flux basis
�|↓�,|↑�� is given by 32

Hqb = −
�

2
�x −

�

2
�z, �3�

where � is the tunnelling amplitude, the energy bias �
=2Ip��−�0 /2� is defined by the magnetic flux �, Ip is the
persistent current, �x,z are Pauli matrices in the flux basis
��z	↓ �=−	↓ ��, and the current operator is Iqb=−Ip�z.

The qubit is assumed to be coupled to the transmission
line resonator. The detailed theory is given in the Appendix
�see also Refs. 31, 33, and 34�. A single-mode resonator is
described by the following Hamiltonian:

Hr = ��r
a†a +
1

2
� , �4�

where a and a† are the annihilation and creation operators,
which act on the �Fock� number of states in the following
way: a	n�=�n	n−1� and a†	n−1�=�n	n�.

The term describing the interaction of the resonator and
the flux qubit is

Hint = MI�0�Iqb = − �g�a† + a��z, �5�

where

�g = MIr0Ip, �6�

M is the mutual inductance, and I�0� is the transmission line
current operator, given by Eq. �74� �see Appendix�, at the
qubit’s position, x=0.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Circuit of a qubit �denoted by the blue box�
coupled to a transmission line resonator. �b� Equivalent circuit for an infini-
tesimal segment of length �x of the transmission line. �c� A flux qubit with
3 Josephson junctions.
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The transmission line is assumed to be driven by two
fields. One is a probing field with amplitude V1

+ and fre-
quency � close to the resonator characteristic frequency �r,
as described in the Appendix. The amplitude of this field is
assumed so small that its effect on the qubit can be ne-
glected. �This is similar to the coupling to a classical reso-
nator considered in Ref. 35, where a low rf current was used
to probe a resonator and an ac flux was also applied to drive
the qubit.� The other field describes the driving of the qubit
with an amplitude 	 and frequency �d. The Hamiltonian for
this field, described by periodic exchange of photons be-
tween the resonator and the driving field, can be written as

H�w = 	�a†e−i�dt + aei�dt� . �7�

III. ENERGY LEVELS AND THE SPECTROSCOPY OF
DRESSED STATES

We begin by diagonalizing the qubit Hamiltonian, i.e.,
writing it in the eigenstate representation �see, e.g., Ref. 36�.
Then the qubit-resonator Hamiltonian can be written �with-
out drive�

Hqb−r� = H0� + Hint� , �8�

H0� =
��qb

2

z + ��r
a†a +

1

2
� , �9�

Hint� = − �g�a† + a�
 �

��qb

z −

�

��qb

x� , �10�

where

��qb = ��2 + �2 �11�

is the bare qubit energy difference, 
x,z are Pauli matrices in
the energy basis �	g� , 	e�� �so that 
z	g�=−	g��. The bare sys-
tem eigenstates are 	e /g ,h�= 	e /g� � 	n� and eigenvalues are

Ee/g,n = �
��qb

2
+ ��r
n +

1

2
� . �12�

If the frequency �r is close to the gap frequency of the qubit
�qb �for definitiveness we assume here �r��qb�, then for
each n there are pairs of levels 	e ,n� and 	g ,n+1� which are
close in energy. Therefore, in order to find the change in
these levels owing to the interaction �10�, we include only
transitions between these two levels:

g,n + 1	Hint� 	e,n� = e,n	Hint� 	g,n + 1� = �g�
�n + 1, �13�

with

g� = g
�

��qb
. �14�

�Note that away from the degeneracy point ��=0� the cou-
pling strength is reduced by � /��qb.

21� This leads to new
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian Hqb−r� which can be written
in terms of the eigenvectors of the bare Hamiltonian H0� as


	− ,n�
	+ ,n�

� = 
 sin  cos 

− cos  sin 
�
	g,n + 1�

	e,n�
� . �15�

The solution of the eigenvalue problem is then
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tan 2 =
2g�

�n + 1

�
, �16�

E�,n = ��r�n + 1� �
��n

2
, �17�

�n = �4g�
2�n + 1� + �2, �18�

� = �qb − �r � 0. �19�

The energy of the ground state, 	g ,0�, is given by

Egr � Eg,0 = −
��

2
. �20�

Here �n determines the difference the energy levels: E+,n

−E−,n=��n. In particular, energy anticrossing takes place at
�=0, that is at ��qb��*�=��r, and it is given by

�n
min = �n��*� = 2g�*�n + 1 = 2g

�

��r

�n + 1. �21�

For example, an energy anticrossing for n=0 is shown in the
inset of Fig. 2a.

If the cavity is coupled to a weak drive field, one can
produce conditions such that only a few lower Fock states of
the resonator are relevant �plotted according to Eqs. �17� and
�20� in Fig. 2a�. This creates the spectroscopy of the
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Energy levels as functions of energy bias �. The
avoidance of level crossing is illustrated in the magnified inset. The param-
eters for this and the following figures are: � /h=1.8 GHz, g /2�=3 MHz,
and �r /2�=2.5 GHz. �b� Contours of the energy difference versus bias �
and driver frequency �d. The green �lower� line is for ��d=E−,0−Egr and the
black �upper� line is for ��d=E+,0−Egr. �c� Same as in �b�, but within a very
narrow vicinity of the resonator fundamental frequency �r.
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«dressed» energy levels: the transmission increases reso-
nantly when the drive photon energy ��d matches the system
energy difference from Eqs. �17� and �20�; the double arrows
in Fig. 2a indicate two possible frequencies. One can then
plot the respective energy contours to describe the results of
an experiment; see Figs. 2b and 2c, which correspond to the
experiment in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 31. If the driver ampli-
tude is increased, one should expect multiphoton transitions
involving the upper levels of the qubit, as well �see Refs. 30
and 37�.

IV. SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN

A. Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian

Let us rewrite the interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. �10�, by
introducing the qubit lowering and raising operators


 =
1

2
�
x − i
y� and 
† =

1

2
�
x + i
y� , �22�

so that 
†	g�= 	e�, 
†	e�=0, etc.; then we have

Hint� = �g��a†
 + a
†� + �g��a
 + a†
†�

− �g
�

��qb
�a† + a�
z. �23�

The second and the third terms in Eq. �23� can be neglected
in the RWA since they do not conserve the number of pho-
tons in the system �this will also be justified in the next
paragraph�. The first term together with H0� from Eq. �9� form
the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian,

HJC =
��qb

2

z + ��r
a†a +

1

2
� + �g��a†
 + a
†� . �24�

B. Interaction representation

Consider the interaction Hamiltonian Hint� in the interac-
tion representation. For this we note the following relations
�see, e.g.,38�:

eia†a�tae−ia†a�t = ae−i�t, �25�
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized transmission amplitude |t| as a function
of the driving frequency detuning �d−�r at �=�� �when �qb��*�=�r� for
different values of the decay rates � and � �given in the figure in units of g��,
calculated using Eq. �46�.
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ei�/2t
z
e−i�/2t
z = 
e−i�t. �26�

Then we obtain

Hint
I = ei/�H0�tHint� e−i/�H0�t = �g��a
†ei��qb−�r�t + h.c.�

+ �g��a
e−i��qb+�r�t + h.c.� − �g
�

��qb
�ae−i�rt

+ h.c.� . �27�

In the RWA, when �qb−�r��qb, the first term is slowly
rotating, while the second and third terms are fast rotating
ones. This justifies neglecting these terms in the RWA.

C. Rotating-wave approximation

Consider the Hamiltonian of the driven system in the
RWA:

HRWA = U�Hqb−r� + H�w�U† + i�U̇U†. �28�

For this we choose the transformation

U = exp�i�dt�a†a + 
z/2�� �29�

and obtain

HRWA = �
��qb

2

z + ���ra

†a + �g��a
† + a†
�

+ 	�a† + a� , �30�

��qb = �qb − �d,

��r = �r − �d. �31�

D. With a separate controlling microwave line

For generality, we consider the case in which the qubit is
driven by a separate controlling line. Then, instead of Eq.
�7�, we have

H�w
�2� = − Ip�ac cos �dt · �z, �32�

where �ac is the amplitude of the driver flux. In the qubit
eigenstate representation this gives

H�w
�2�� = − Ip�ac

ei�dt + e−i�dt

2

 �

��qb

z −

�

��qb

x�

� 	��ei�dt
 + e−i�dt
†� , �33�

	� =
1

2
Ip�ac

�

��qb
. �34�

Here only slowly rotating terms remain �see the above dis-
cussion�. Note that the amplitude 	� depends on the bias �
�see Eq. �11��. Then, after the transformation �29�, in the
RWA we obtain an expression which differs from Eq. �30� in
the replacement of the last term, 	�a†+a�, by 	��
†+
�.

E. Dispersive regime

In the dispersive regime �that is, far from resonance,
where �=0� the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian �24� in
the second order in g /�38 gives
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H = −
1

2

��qb +

�g�
2

�
�
z + 
��r +

�g�
2

�

z�a†a . �35�

This expression shows explicitly how the qubit transition
energy is shifted �normalized� by the coupling and, also, how
the resonator energy ��r is shifted in different directions by
the qubit, depending on the qubit state.

V. SOLUTION OF THE MASTER EQUATION FOR THE
DENSITY MATRIX OF THE SYSTEM

To describe the dissipative dynamics of the qubit-
resonator system, we have to solve the master equation for
the density matrix �:

�̇ = −
i

�
�H,�� + L��� . �36�

It includes a dynamic part and a dissipative Lindblad term39

L��� =
1

2�
k=1

3

�2Ck�Ck
† − Ck

†Ck� − �Ck
†Ck� , �37�

where

C1 = ��1
, �1 =
1

T1
,

C2 =���

2

z, �� =

1

T�

=
1

T2
−

1

2T1
,

C3 = ��a . �38�

The Lindblad operator L describes dissipation �photon de-
cay� in the resonator at a rate �, with qubit decoherence
having a relaxation rate �1 and dephasing rate ��. We con-
sider a nondispersive regime �i.e., near the qubit-resonator
resonance�. The system Hamiltonian H in the rotating wave
approximation has the form of Eq. �30�. The solution of the
master equation determines the observable quantities, in par-
ticular, the expectation value of the photon field in the reso-
nator

a� = Tr�a�� . �39�

The Hilbert space of the composite system HQR is the
tensor product of the qubit space HQ and the photon �reso-
nator� space HR, i.e., HQR=HQ � HR with the basis vectors
	e /g ,n�= 	e /g� � 	n�. The basis vectors 	g� and 	e�, given by

	g� = �1

0
�, 	e� = �0

1
� �40�

are the eigenvectors of the operator 
z. The Fock vectors of
the photon field 	n� �the eigenvectors of the photon number
operator a†a	n�=n	n�� are vectors in an N=� infinite-
dimensional space:
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	0� = �
1

0

0

0

]

�, 	1� = �
0

1

0

0

]

�, 	2� = �
0

0

1

0

]

�, . . . 	n� = �
0

0

]

0

]

� .

�41�

In terms of the basis 	e /g ,n�, the matrix equation �36� is an
infinite set of equations for an infinite-dimensional matrix
�ij.

In the following we consider the case of N=2, which
allows an analytical solution, and in the case N�1, we study
the problem numerically.

A. Weak driver limit

To find an analytical solution we restrict the photon
space to N=2, assuming that mean photon number in the
resonator �created by a driver field with amplitude 	� is much
less than unity. The basis 	e /g ,n� in this case consists of 4
basis vectors bi:

b1 = 	g0�, b2 = 	e0�, b3 = 	g1�, b4 = 	e1� , �42�

and the density matrix �ij = bi	�	bj� takes the form

� =�
�g0,g0 �g0,e0 �g0,g1 �g0,e1

�e0,g0 �e0,e0 �e0,g1 �e0,e1

�g1,g0 �g1,g0 �g1,g1 �g1,e1

�e1,g0 �e1,e0 �e1,g1 �e1,e1

� . �43�

In the steady state, Eq. �36� yields 16 linear equations for
the matrix elements �ij. In the weak driver limit, on retaining
terms up to first order in the amplitude 	, we obtain the
density matrix �. The nonzero elements of the matrix �ij in
the weak driver limit are

�g0,g0 = 1,

�g1,g0 = �g0,g1
* =

	���qb − i��
g�

2 − ���r − i�/2����qb − i��
,

�e0,g0 = �g0,e0
* =

	g�

g�
2 − ���r − i�/2����qb − i��

, �44�

where �= ��1 /2�+��.
Substituting Eq. �43� in Eq. �39�, we obtain the follow-

ing average value of the photon field in the resonator in the
weak driver �WD� limit:

a�WD =
	���qb − i��

g�
2 − ���r − i�/2����qb − i��

. �45�

The transmitted amplitude of the output driver signal 	t	 is
determined by the photon field in the resonator and is given
by Eq. �100� �see Appendix�; in accordance with Eq. �45�,
we obtain

	t	WD = ��

2
Im

��qb − i�

g�
2 − ���r − i�/2����qb − i��

� . �46�

We have normalized 	t	 to the value when the qubit is decou-
pled from the resonator, g=0, with � =� .
d r
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The transmission amplitude 	t	WD given by Eq. �46�, is
plotted in Fig. 3 for �qb=�r and different values of the decay
rates � and � �given in units of the coupling constant g��. For
small decay rates � and �, the transmission spectrum has
Rabi-splitting peaks �solid curve�, which spread out with in-
creasing decay.

Figure 4 is a contour plot of the transmission amplitude
as a function of the bias � and detuning �d−�r. The param-
eters here and in the following have been chosen for com-
parison with relevant experimental work:31 � /h=1.8 GHz,
g /2�=3 MHz, �r /2�=2.5 GHz �the same as in Fig. 2�, a
loss rate in the resonator of � /2�=1.25·10−4 GHz, and a
loss rate for the qubit of �=g. Note that we are examining an
intermediate coupling regime, where g=���. The transmis-
sion amplitude increases resonantly along the curves shown
in Fig. 2c as expected. The small range of the resonator
characteristic frequency, �d� ��r−g ,�r+g�, makes it pos-
sible to avoid a crossing at �=��, as reported in Ref. 31.

For a more detailed comparison and a determination of
the less well known parameters �e.g., the decay rate �� it is
necessary to compare experimental and theoretical data on
the contours of 	t	 over � and �d. This is illustrated in Fig. 5
for �d=�r.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Normalized transmission amplitude |t| as a function
of bias � and driving frequency detuning �d−�r, calculated using Eq. �46�.
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VI. NUMERAL SOLUTION OF THE MASTER EQUATION FOR
THE DENSITY MATRIX. BEYOND THE WEAK DRIVER
REGIME

In the case of moderate driver amplitudes, i.e., when the
mean photon number a†a��1, we have solved the equation
for the density matrix � numerically. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. The transmission amplitude 	t	 in all cases is nor-
malized to the maximum value; as above, �qb=�r. In Fig. 6a
the transmission amplitude is shown for the case of small
damping: � /g�=0.1 and � /g�=0.1. For low driver ampli-
tudes 	, the solid curve in Fig. 6a coincides with the depen-
dence 	t	WD��d� �Fig. 3�. With increasing 	 each split Rabi
peak is supersplit �dashed curve� �also, see Ref. 40�. With
further increases in the amplitude 	, this supersplitting is
smeared out �dot-dashed curve�. Thus, in the nonlinear re-
gime we observe some qualitatively new features compared
to the weak driver limit.

When the decay rate is rather high, so that in the weak-
driver case Rabi splitting does not occur �dot—dashed curve
in Fig. 3�, there are no qualitatively new features in the non-
linear response. This is shown in Fig. 6b �� /g�=1 and
� /g�=2�.

We also calculated the average number of photons in the
resonator, n= a†a�. For the parameters of Fig. 6 it depends
on the frequency; its peak values are nmax=0.005 for 	 /g�

=0.01, nmax=0.3 for 	 /g�=0.15, and nmax=1.8 for 	 /g�

=0.3.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Normalized transmission amplitude |t| as a function
of driving frequency detuning �d−�r for �=�� �when �qb��*�=�r� for �a�
� /g�=0.1, � /g�=0.1 and �b� � /g�=1, � /g�=2, calculated by numerical so-
lution of the master equation for several values of 	, given in units of g�.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

We given a detailed theory for a system consisting of a
flux qubit coupled inductively to a transmission line resona-
tor. The transmission coefficient was calculated using the
system’s density matrix by solving the master equation in the
RWA.

Crossing of the dressed energy levels is avoided in the
resonant case, where �d��qb��r. This was demonstrated
in the intermediate coupling regime, which corresponds to
the experimental results of Oelsner, et al.31 We have shown
that dissipation smears out the Rabi splitting. Moreover, we
have demonstrated the existence of supersplitting in the
strong driver regime.
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APPENDIX: TRANSMISSION LINE RESONATOR
In this Appendix we consider a resonator formed by a

transmission line interrupted by two capacitances C0. We as-
sume that a qubit is coupled inductively to the resonator at its
center; see Fig. 1a. We begin with the equations for a super-
conducting transmission line.

The transmission line

The transmission line can be modelled as an infinite al-
teration of elementary circuits,41 as shown in Fig. 1b. Here
the elementary inductance, capacitance and conductance are
specified per unit length: �L=L�x, �C=C�x, �G=G�x.

Looking at the circuit in Fig. 1b, we can write �neglect-
ing Ohmic losses� the circuit equations, by applying the
Kirchhoff’s laws for the voltage V�x , t� and the current
I�x , t�; in the limit �x→0 they take the form

�V�x,t�
�x

= − L
�I�x,t�

�t
, �47�

�I�x,t�
�x

= − GV�x,t� − C
�V�x,t�

�t
. �48�

These equations can be rewritten for either I�x , t� or V�x , t� as

�2A

�x2 −
1

v2

�2A

�t2 =
�

v2

�A

�t
, A = �I,V� , �49�

with

v = 1/�LC , �50�

� = G/C . �51�

Here v has the significance of a phase velocity and � defines
the loss in the transmission line.
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Assuming that I�x , t�= I�x�ei�t and V�x , t�=V�x�ei�t, we
obtain

dV�x�
dx

= − i�LI�x� , �52�

dI�x�
dx

= − �G + i�C�V�x� . �53�

Then the equation for A�x�= �I�x� ,V�x�� can be written as

d2A�x�
dx2 − �2A�x� = 0, �54�

with

� = �i�L�G + i�C� � � + ik . �55�

Solving the equation for V�x� and making use of Eq. �52�, we
obtain

V�x� = V0
+e−�x + V0

−e�x, �56�

I�x� =
V0

+

Z0
e−�x −

V0
−

Z0
e�x, �57�

where

Z0 =
i�L

�
� Z1 + iZ2. �58�

Z1 =
�Lk

�2 + k2 , Z2 =
�L�

�2 + k2 . �59�

When the losses in the line are small �G��C�, we have

k � ��LC =
�

v
, � �

G

2
�L

C
=

�

2v
, �60�

Z1 =�L

C
, Z2 =

�L�

k2 . �61�

Here the constants V0+ and V0− stand for the amplitudes of
the right- and left-moving waves and Z0 is the transmission
line characteristic �wave� impedance.

Open transmission-line resonator

Consider an open transmission line of length l. The qual-
ity factor of the resonator can be written as41

Q =
k

2�
=

�rC

G
=

�r

�
. �62�

This equation can be seen as another definition of �..
�=�r /Q. Let us now determine the normal modes of the
resonator without dissipation ��=0�. Then, assuming zero
current through the boundaries at x= � l /2, we obtain

Ij�x� =
V0

+

Z0
�e−ikjx − �− 1� jeikjx� , �63�

Vj�x� = V0
+�e−ikjx + �− 1� jeikjx� , �64�

where kjl= j�, j=1,2 ,3 , . . .. In particular, for the fundamen-
tal mode j=1 of the resonator we obtain
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I1�x� =
2V0

+

Z0
cos k1x , �65�

V1�x� = − 2iV0
+ sin k1x . �66�

For the fundamental mode j=1 of a � /2 resonator �l=� /2�,
we have kr�k1=� / l, �r��1=k1v=2� / �2�LrCr�, where
Lr=Ll and Cr=Cl are the total inductance and capacitance of
the resonator.

Let us expand the current in the resonator in terms of the
normal modes. We choose the factor in the expansion by
analogy with harmonic oscillators �see below�:

I�x,t� = ��2mj

Lr
� jqj�t�cos kjx . �67�

For the voltage this gives

V�x,t� = − L�
0

x

dx�
�I�x�,t�

�t
= − ��2mj

Cr
q̇j�t�sin kjx .

�68�

Next, the Hamiltonian is introduced as the total energy of the
resonator:

Hr = �
−l/2

l/2

dx
CV2

2
+

LI2

2
� =

1

2 � �mjq̇j
2 + mj� j

2qj
2� , �69�

which coincides formally with the Hamiltonian for a system
of harmonic oscillators. This makes it possible to quantize
the system with the generalized coordinates qj and conjugate
momenta � j =mjq̇j. It is also convenient to introduce the
annihilation/creation operators

aj�t� =
mj� jqj + ipj

�2mj�� j

, aj
†�t� =

mj� jqj − ipj

�2mj�� j

. �70�

In this notation, the current and voltage operators and the
Hamiltonian become

Î = ���� j

Lr
�aj + aj

†�cos kjx , �71�

V̂ = i ���� j

Cr
�aj − aj

†�sin kjx , �72�

Ĥr = � �� j
aj
†aj +

1

2
� . �73�

In the following we consider a frequency close to the
fundamental mode frequency �r, neglecting the other modes.
For the fundamental mode, with k1=� / l and omitting the
subscript j=1, we obtain

Î = Ir0�a + a†�cos
�x

l
, Ir0 =���r

Lr
, �74�

V̂ = iVr0�a − a†�sin
�x

l
, Vr0 =���r

Cr
, �75�

where Ir0 and Vr0 stand for the zero-point root mean square
�rms� current and voltage, and the Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. �4�. In particular, it follows that at the boundaries x
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= � l /2, there is no current and the voltage is equal to �W,
where

W = iVr0a − a†� = − 2Vr0 Ima� . �76�

Transmittance of the resonator

Consider now the situation where an input signal is in-
jected into the transmission-line resonator at x=−l /2 through
a capacitance C0 and the output signal is detected after an-
other capacitance C0 at x= l /2. We shall obtain a system of
equations for Vi

+ and Vi
−, which determine the classical cur-

rent and voltage in i-th region, i=1,2 ,3, respectively, for x
�−l /2, x� �−l /2, l /2�, and x� l /2:

Vi�x� = Vi
+e−�x + Vi

−e�x, �77�

Ii�x� =
Vi

+

Z0
e−�x −

Vi
−

Z0
e�x. �78�

We assume a matched termination �with impedance equal to
Z0�, so there is no leftward-propagating wave in the third
region, i.e., V3

−=0. The boundary conditions for the currents
and voltages at the points x= � l /2 are the following:

I1�− l/2� = I2�− l/2� �79�

I2�l/2� = I3�l/2� , �80�

V2�− l/2� = V1�− l/2� + I2�− l/2�/i�C0, �81�

V3�l/2� = V2�l/2� + I3�l/2�/i�C0. �82�

For the output signal we obtain V3
+=V1

+t, I3
+=V3

+ /Z0=V1
+t /Z0,

and

t =
4�2

4�2 + 4i� − 1 + e−2�l , �83�

where �=�C0Z0.
The phase shift of the output signal relative to the phase

of the input signal is �−kl, where � is the phase of t �Eq.
�83��,

tan � =
Im t

Re t
. �84�

The transmittance of the resonator is the ratio of the output
power at x=+l /2 to the input power at x=−l /2:

T =
Pout

Pin
=

Vout�l/2�Iout
* �l/2� + Vout

* �l/2�Iout�l/2�
Vin�− l/2�Iin

* �− l/2� + Vin
* �− l/2�Iin�− l/2�

, �85�

where Vin�x�=V1
+e−�x, Iin�x�= I1

+e−�x /Z0, Vout�x�=V3
+e−�x,

Iout�x�= I3
+e−�x /Z0.

Hence, for the transmittance we obtain

T = 	t	2e−2�l. �86�

It is important to note that the losses show up in t through �,
given by

� =
C0

C
�k + i�� .
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If the losses are small ���k2�, we can write the trans-
mittance near the first resonance ��r=v� / l� in the Lorentz-
ian form

T =
16�1

4�r
2

�2��2 � �r
2

�2��2 �4�1
2 + 2�l�2

+ � �r

2�
�4�1 + 2�l� − ���2�−1

, �87�

where �1=�rC0Z1, ��=�−�r.
From Eq. �87� we can see that the main resonance is

shifted due to the losses � and the capacitance C0. The width
of the Lorentzian profile �87� is given by

�� =
�r

�
�4�1

2 + 2�l� �88�

with a quality factor of

Q =
�r

��
=

�

4�1
2 + 2�l

�89�

and transmittance at resonance of

Tr =
1

�1 + �l/2�1�2 . �90�

The first term in �88� defines the photon decay rate � owing
to leakage through the capacitances C0,

� =
4�r�1

2

�
=

4�r
2C0

2Z1

Cl
. �91�

This rate is consistent with the definition given in Ref. 31.
We now estimate the photon decay rate � for a coplanar

waveguide resonator with the parameters in Ref. 42: l
=23 mm, �r /2�=2.5 GHz, C0=1 fF, Z1=50 �. From val-
ues yield �1=7.8·10−4. The capacitance per unit length C is
calculated from the expression for �1 at resonance, �1

=�C0 / lC. For C we thus obtain C=1.74·10−10 F /m. Finally,
for the photon decay rate, from Eq. �91� we obtain � /2�
=1.95 kHz. This value is about half the corresponding ex-
perimental values.42 We assume that the discrepancy is due
to dielectric losses associated with G. This allows us to esti-
mate � from 4�1

2�2�l as ��5.3·10−5 m−1. Therefore, for G
we have G=2� /Z1�2.12 �−1 ·m−1.

Transmittance in the dispersive regime

In the dispersive regime, coupling to the qubit can be
described by an additional inductance Lq at the position x
=0. This problem involves adding two additional equations
for x=0 to the system of equations �79�–�82�. This follows
from Eq. �47� on adding the following term to the r.h.s.:

− ��x�M
�Iq

�t
= − ��x�Lq

�I�x,t�
�t

, �92�

where

Lq = M2 �Iq

��
. �93�

In the ground state we have43,44
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Lq =
4M2Ip

2�2

��2 + �2�3/2 . �94�

The solution of the system of equations for the transmission
coefficient can be written as follows:

t = � 1

4�2 �e−2�l − �1 − i2��2� + i
Lq

8�C0Z0
2 �e−�l − 1 + i2��2�−1

.

�95�

Here the first term describes the transmission without a qu-
bit, i.e., for Lq=0; see Eq. �83�. This describes resonant
transmission �with t=1� for

� − �r

�r
=

2�

�
. �96�

At this frequency the transmission phase �84� is

tan � = −
1

2�

Cr

C0
�2Lq

Lr
, �97�

where we have assumed CrLq /C0Lr�1. In the ground state
we obtain

tan � = − A�1 + ��/��2�−3/2, �98�

with

A =
2

�

Cr

C0
�2 �g2

�r�
. �99�

Transmittance in the resonant regime

The solution of the system of equations �79�–�82� can
also be used to write the transmission in terms of the field in
the resonator: V3

+= i2�e�lV2
−; then after the quantization of the

field in the resonator �see Eq. �76�� we arrive at an expres-
sion for t=V3

+ /V1
+,

t = 2�
W

V1
+ = − �

Ima�
2	

, �100�

which relates the transmission coefficient t to the photon
field a�. Here we have used the fact that 	=C0Vr0V1

+ /2 in
Eq. �7�.

a�Email: sshevchenko@ilt.kharkov.ua
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